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Abstract—Force computations are one of the most time consuming part in performing Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations. Adaptively Restrained Molecular Dynamics (ARMD)
makes it possible to perform fewer force calculations by adaptively restraining particles positions. This paper introduces parallel algorithms for single-pass incremental force computations
to take advantage of adaptive restraints using the Message
Passage Interface (MPI) standard. The proposed algorithms
are implemented and validated in LAMMPS, however, these
algorithms can be applied to other MD simulators. We compared
our algorithms with LAMMPS for performance and scalability
measurements.
Index Terms—Molecular Dynamics, MPI, ARMD, Single-pass
Incremental Force Update, LAMMPS

I. I NTRODUCTION
Molecular Dynamics (MD) codes are widely used to simulate systems in computational physics, chemistry and biology [1], [2], [3]. Simulated systems may contain billions
of particles which interact with each other based on interparticle potentials. Computation of forces based on interparticle interactions is typically the most time consuming
part of MD simulations [4]. Indeed, the number of such
computations drastically increase with the size of the system,
and they should be performed at each timestep. The number
of timesteps may vary based on the problem. In biology, for
example, many interesting phenomena occur at a micro- to
milli-seconds time scale, and simulating a biological system
at such a time scale is still challenging [5], [6]. All these
challenges make MD simulations computationally expensive
and, therefore, it is crucial to accelerate them. There are
different methods to accelerate MD simulations, including
optimized algorithms that perform mathematical operations
faster [7], [8], parallelizing the MD codes by means of High
Performance Computing (HPC) and building special-purpose
super-computers [9].
In all MD simulations, most of the computational time
is consumed in non-bonded force calculations, which are
typically divided into long- and short-range forces. Long-range
interactions involve electrostatic interactions that are generally
computed using e.g. the reaction field method [10], the cellmultipole method, the fast multipole method [11], the particle
mesh Ewald (PME) [12] or the Wolf method [13]. Shortrange forces decay fast and are generally truncated at a cutoff distance rc . These forces are efficiently computed by using
either neighbor lists, cell lists, or a combination of them. Note

that long-range forces may also be computed via neighbor lists
when using the Wolf method.
In most cases, forces acting between particles depend upon
inter-particle distances. Therefore, if the distance between two
particles does not change, the forces acting on both particles
also remain unchanged. Adaptively Restrained Molecular Dynamics (ARMD) is a recent approach that attempts to speed up
simulations by reducing the number of force calculations [14].
In ARMD, particles adaptively update their positions based on
their instantaneous kinetic energy. The particles that have a
kinetic energy smaller than a user-defined threshold at a given
time step are considered to be restrained (frozen) particles,
and their positions are not updated at this time step. On the
opposite, the particles that have a kinetic energy larger than
another (larger) user-defined threshold are active, and have
normal dynamics.
In this paper, we present the first parallel implementation
of ARMD in the popular LAMMPS molecular dynamics
simulation package.
A. LAMMPS
LAMMPS (Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator) is a highly parallel and modular MD package. LAMMPS parallel algorithms use MPI and SpatialDecomposition (SD) techniques to partition the simulation
domain into sub-domains, and assign each of them to one
MPI process.
The force applied to each particle depends upon its neighboring particles, which may belong to neighboring subdomains. As a result, inter-processor communications are
required for force computations. We will refer to particles
whose positions needs to be communicated between MPI
processes as border particles. In order to optimize the communication of border particles, each sub-domain is further
partitioned into bins (based on a cut-off radius), and border
particles are then defined as particles belonging to the bins
neighboring other sub-domains. Therefore, each MPI process
contains two kind of particles: local particles (belonging to
this sub-domain) and ghost particles (border particles from
neighboring sub-domains). An MPI process is responsible for
updating the momenta and positions of its local particles, and
computing interactions between local particles (local interactions), as well as interactions between local particles and
ghost particles (ghost interactions). LAMMPS performs a twoway communication: positions are communicated in forward

directions (in the east, north and up directions) and computed
forces are communicated back in reverse directions (west,
south and down) (Fig. 1). Due to this, LAMMPS can fully
utilize the Newton’s third law. After setting up the simulation,
LAMMPS repeats the steps listed in Alg. 1.

Proc 1

border

nlocal = 6
nghost =0

Proc 2
nlocal = 4
nghost = 2

Algorithm 1: LAMMPS integration step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Update Momenta
Update Position
if (U pdateN eeded) then
Build Neighbor List for local particles
Forward Communications of border particles
Force Computations
Reverse Communications of forces

II. A DAPTIVELY R ESTRAINED M OLECULAR DYNAMICS
For completeness, this section presents a brief overview of
the ARMD methodology [14]. In ARMD, the time evolution
of a system is obtained from the Adaptively Restrained Hamiltonian:
1
HAR (q, p) = pT Φ(q, p)p + V (q) ,
2
where q, p are positions and momenta vectors, respectively;
V (q) is a position-dependent potential; Φ(q, p) represents the
inverse inertia matrix that adaptively imposes restraints during
the simulation. Specifically, a particle i with instantaneous
kinetic energy smaller than its restrained-dynamics threshold
εri is restrained, and its position remains unchanged, while its
momenta may evolve; a particle i with kinetic energy greater
than its full-dynamics threshold εfi is active, and has normal
dynamics. A particle i with kinetic energy between εri and
εfi is in the transition region, and its corresponding Φ(qi , pi )
changes according to a chosen smooth function. Particles in
the transition region are considered to be active (but have
transient dynamics). During simulation, particles might change
their state, and the Adaptively Restrained Hamiltonian ensures
that stable simulations can be performed. Equilibrium statistics
can be recovered by performing the NVT simulation using AR
Langevin dynamics. For more details on the ARMD method
and its validation, we refer the reader to [14], [15], [16], [17].
III. PARALLEL ARMD A LGORITHMS
In our work, we are taking advantage of the modular
structure of LAMMPS: we implement ARMD as a separate
module that allows usage of most implemented force-fields
without any modifications. As mentioned above, in LAMMPS,
each MPI process manages both local and ghost particles. In
ARMD, local particles are further subdivided into active and
restrained particles based on their instantaneous kinetic energy.
Therefore, local interactions can be categorized as
• active interactions: interactions involving at least one
active particle;
• restrained interactions: interactions involving restrained
particles only.

Forward communication
of atom positions

Reverse communication
of forces

Fig. 1: A system containing 10 particles is divided between
two processes (Proc 1 and Proc 2). Proc 1 sends positions of
its two border particles (separated by a dashed line) by doing
a forward communication. After forward communication is
complete, Proc 2 has four local and two ghost particles, and
Proc 1 has six local particles. Green (resp. blue) particles
represent active (resp. restrained) particles. Each process computes forces acting on its local and ghost particles (forces
are shown by arrows), while avoiding computations between
restrained-restrained particles. After computing forces, forces
acting on ghost particles (red arrows) are communicated back
through reverse communication.

Ghost interactions might also be subdivided into active and
restrained interactions. If ghost interactions are divided into
active and restrained interactions then the amount of communications will be reduced because positions of restrained
ghost particles need not be communicated. However, this
would require two extra communication and barrier routines
for forward and reverse communications of switched ghost
particles: first, positions of switched ghost particles would be
communicated to neighboring processes in forward directions;
then force components due to these switched particles would
be computed and, finally, force components due to switched
particles would be communicated using reverse communication. These communication and barrier routines might act as a
bottleneck. In order to avoid more communications routines,
we propose a parallel algorithm in which only local interactions are subdivided into active and restrained interactions.
ARMD speeds up simulations due to its ability to incrementally update forces, instead of re-computing all of them. This
is achieved through the use of single-pass incremental force
update algorithm and Active Neighbor Lists (ANLs).
In order to efficiently parallelize ARMD in LAMMPS we
introduce three main modifications (Alg. 2) to the LAMMPS
integration step (Alg. 1):
1) Lists of active (A), restrained (R), switched to active (SA ) and switched to restrained (SR ) particles are
updated at each timestep (line 2 in Alg. 2). ANLs are
constructed when necessary (line 4 in Alg. 2) instead of
the LAMMPS neighbor lists.
2) Particles that switched their state (from active to restrained or vice-versa) are taken care of (line 5 in
Alg. 2).

Algorithm 2: ARMD integration step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Update Momenta
Update A, R, SA , SR
if (U pdateN eeded) then
Build ANLs of local particles
SwitchedF orces()
Update Positions
Forward communications of border particles
IncrementalF orceComputation()
Reverse communications of forces

3) Finally, force increments are computed (line 8 in Alg. 2)
instead of recomputing all forces.
In the next sections, we present these algorithms for parallel
ARMD.
A. MPI-enabled Active Neighbor List
This section introduces an algorithm to construct a MPIenabled ANL that allows us to avoid calculating forces due
to restrained interactions, and exploits Newton’s third law.
The MPI-enabled ANL provides an efficient way to compute
forces involving active and ghost interactions. In order to use
MPI functionality of LAMMPS (spatial decomposition and
communication algorithms), we construct ANLs using cell
and Verlet neighbor list algorithms (which are also used to
build LAMMPS neighbor lists) [18], [19]. The ANL construction algorithm is shown in Alg. 3, where G is the list
of ghost particles for the MPI process managing particle i,
and N eighboringCells[i] is the list of boxes neighboring or
containing particle i (27 boxes in 3D). The proposed ANL
construction algorithm does not require any communications
between MPI processes. The ANL of an active particle contains both active and ghost interactions, whereas the ANL of
a restrained particle only contains ghost interactions. To allow
the usage of Newton’s third law, the ANL of particle i does
not contain particle j if the ANL of particle j already contains
particle i. Therefore, the ANL of i stores pair i–j in two
cases (Alg. 3): 1) if particle i is active and particle j is either
restrained or a ghost particle; 2) if particle i is restrained and
particle j is a ghost particle.

and FRR due to active-active, active-restrained and restrainedrestrained pairs, respectively, and Fghost due to ghost interactions. The force acting on an active particle i can be expressed
as:
Fi = FAA + FAR + Fghost
(1)
and the force acting on a restrained particle i is:
Fi = FAR + FRR + Fghost .

(2)

The FAA and FAR force components are associated with
active interactions, thus they need to be computed at each
timestep. Forces due to ghost particles, Fghost , are computed
irrespective of their state also at each timestep (Fig. 1).
Although it is possible to further reduce force computations
by using the state of ghost particles, it requires at least two
more communications among MPI processes. Since distances
between restrained particles remain unchanged, the force
component based on these distances (FRR ) on each MPI
process need to be computed only once (at the beginning of
the simulation and when a particle switches from active to
restrained) and can be retained as long as the involved particles
are restrained. Therefore, at each timestep, an MPI process is
responsible for locally computing FAA , FAR and Fghost force
components, and then for communicating the Fghost force
components to neighboring MPI processes (and use Newton’s
third law). The algorithm that incrementally updates forces is
shown in Alg. 4, where C is a list of all particles on an MPI
process, and fi+ and fi− store FRR and FAR force components,
respectively. The total force acting on particle i is stored in f .
The proposed algorithm is designed in such a way that it does
not require any extra communications and reduces the number
of force computations.
Algorithm 4: IncrementalF orceComputation()
1
2
3

for i ∈ C do
if i ∈ A or i ∈ G then
fi+ ← 0

5

else
fi+ ← fi+ − fi−

6

fi− ← 0

4

7

f ← f + + ComputeF orces(A, AN L)

Algorithm 3: BuildAN L(i)
1
2
3
4

AN L(i) ← ∅
for j ∈ N eighboringCells[i] do
if (i ∈ A and (j ∈ R or i ∈
/ AN L(j)) or j ∈ G then
AN L(i) ← j ∪ AN L(i)

B. MPI-enabled Single-Pass Incremental Force Update Algorithm
In parallel ARMD, an MPI process contains four force
components based on local and ghost interactions: FAA , FAR

C. Switching states
In ARMD, at each time step, particles can switch states.
Precisely, a particle can either gain enough momenta to
become active (to have full dynamics or transition dynamics),
or lose enough momenta to become restrained. We refer to
these particles as switched particles.
When a particle switches from a restrained state to an
active state, we update its ANL using algorithm 3. If a
particle switches to a restrained state, we remove active
interactions from its ANL. To achieve this, for each switched
particle we extract from the ANL a reduced ANL (ANL0 )

which contains local interactions only, i.e. local restrained
particles (see Alg. 5). Due to force decompositions (eq. 1
and 2), whenever a local particle switches its state the force
components FAA , FAR and FRR should be updated based on
local interactions alone, without any communications between
MPI processes. Since the Fghost component in eq. 1 and 2 is
computed for both active and restrained particles, there is no
need to compute this force component for a switched particle.
Forces acting on switched particles are computed according
to the direction of switching (see Alg. 6). If i ∈ SR , then
the force component FRR for this particle is computed (force
component FAA and FAR switches to FAR and FRR , respectively) and the FRR force components for local restrained
neighbors of this particle are updated. If i ∈ SA , then the
force component FRR is set to zero for this particle and the
FRR force components of its local restrained neighbors are
updated accordingly. For more information on incremental
force computation and the switching process we refer the
reader to [17]. These operations are done on each MPI process
separately and do not require any communications.
Algorithm 5: ExtractAN L0 (i)
1
2
3

4

AN L0 (i) ← ∅
for j ∈ AN L(i) do
if j ∈ R and (i ∈ R or (i ∈ A and j ∈
/ SA ∪ SR ))
then
AN L0 (i) ← AN L0 (i) ∪ j

which includes active-active and active-restrained interactions.
To optimize the load balancing approach used in LAMMPS
for ARMD, we introduce an AR load balancing scheme that
uses RCB weights of particles and takes both these interactions
into account. Instead of assigning equal numbers of particles to
each process, the AR load balancer distributes equal weights to
each process as in RCB. To address this, we introduce two load
factors α and β: α is a weight associated with active particles;
β is a weight associated with restrained particles. The weight
for a process i can be expressed as αNAi +βNRi , where NAi and
NRi are number of active and restrained particles, respectively,
assigned to i-th process. If values α and β are the same,
then equal numbers of particles are distributed over processes.
The choice of parameters α and β is problem dependent and
can be done in two ways: 1) user defined and constant; 2)
adaptively updated starting from a user defined or default
values. Since it is the ratio between α and β which guides
the load balancing, parameter α can be set constant and equal
to 1, while parameter β can be adaptively updated as
Pp i
tR
,
β = Pi=0
p
i
i=0 tA
where the sum is done over all processes (p is the number of
processes), tiA and tiR are time spent on routines associated
with active and restrained particles, respectively, on i-th process. In our benchmarks, we use constant parameters α = 1
and β = 0.5.
V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

Algorithm 6: SwitchedF orces()
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

for i ∈ SR do
ExtractAN L0 (i)
fi + ← fi + + ComputeF orces(i, AN L0 (i))
for i ∈ SA do
BuildAN L(i)
ExtractAN L0 (i)
fi − ← fi − + ComputeF orces(i, AN L0 (i))

IV. L OAD BALANCING
LAMMPS uses a Recursive Coordinate Bisection (RCB)
algorithm to distribute sub-domains with particles over MPI
processes. In RCB, weights can be assigned to particles so
that partitioning can be balanced according to these weights.
If no weights are assigned to particles, then RCB will try to
partition the domain into sub-domains with equal numbers of
particles. Because of the adaptive nature of particles, ARMD
can lead to a large load imbalance depending on the simulated
system. One solution can be to consider a cost function for
load balancing as a number of active particles, but this might
lead to an imbalance as particles start to switch their state. In
ARMD, the workload is not only proportional to the number of
active particles, but also to the number of active interactions,

To show the performance and scalability of our MPI-enabled
implementation of ARMD we present results for a standard
Lennard–Jones (LJ) liquid benchmark [4], [20].
The Lennard-Jones potential is often used to model and
benchmark van der Waals forces in MD simulations. The
potential is also referred to as 12-6 potential and is expressed
as:
 

σ 12  σ 6
−
U = 4ε
r
r
where ε is a well depth, σ and r are optimal and instantaneous inter-particle distances, respectively. The Lennard-Jones
potential is truncated at a cut-off distance rc = 2.5σ; beyond
this distance, the truncated potential is set to zero. Atoms are
placed in a 3D cubic domain according to the fcc lattice,
with a lattice constant equal to 0.8442; periodic boundary
conditions are used; the initial temperature of the system is
set to T ∗ = 1.44; timestep ∆t = 0.001; the neighbor list
is updated every 20 timesteps. All parameters are given in
standard dimensionless LJ units. Simulations are done in the
NVE ensemble for 5000 timesteps. The data on performance
and the percentage of restrained particles are averaged over
timesteps. All benchmarks are performed using a cluster with
8 nodes equipped with 8/16 CPUs Intel Xeon E5540 and a
Gigabit Ethernet network. We run the benchmark both for
ARMD and for LAMMPS on one node with different number
of processes and on four nodes with four processes per each
node (16 processes on total). The results obtained for ARMD
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Fig. 2: Performance depending on the percentage of restrained
particles for different number of nodes (n) and processes (p)
per each node. Performance of non-modified LAMMPS is
shown as a reference (dotted lines) — it does not depend on
the percentage of restrained particles.

are compared with LAMMPS performance results for the
same systems computed on the same equipment. To compare
performance, we use a standard performance metric of millions
of atom-timesteps per second provided by LAMMPS.
The amount of interaction computations in ARMD depends
on the percentage of restrained particles, and, therefore, the
performance of ARMD will change based on this percentage.
To test the performance of our MPI-enabled implementation of
ARMD depending on the percentage of restrained particles, we
simulate a system of 864 000 particles using different ARMD
parameters εr , εf to get different percentages of restrained
particles. The comparison of results obtained with LAMMPS
is shown in Fig. 2, with the averaged percentage of restrained
particles on x axis. For low percentages of restrained particles,
ARMD shows less performance in comparison with LAMMPS
due to additional operations introduced in ARMD; ARMD
starts to overperform LAMMPS when the percentage of restrained particles in the system reaches some threshold (breakeven point). With an increasing number of MPI processes this
break-even point shifts to a larger percentage of restrained
particles. In this benchmark, ARMD outperforms LAMMPS if
more than 60% of restrained particles is present in the system.
This threshold depends on a number of factors: the cluster
architecture; the simulated problem; the εr and εf parameters;
the distribution of active particles over simulated domain,
e.g. if all active particles are placed in one region of the
domain then there will be fewer number of active–restrained
interactions as compared to the case of even distribution of
active particles over domain. In order to assess the worst case
scenario — active particles are homogeneously distributed
over the domain — we apply the same parameters εr , εf for
all particles in the simulated system. For non-homogeneous
systems, ARMD will give better performance.

other
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Fig. 3: Breakdown of wall-clock time for 1 and 4 nodes
with 4 processes per each node normalized by LAMMPS timing (L) for different percentage of restrained particles (20%,
50%, 70%, 80%, 90%). Other – Load balancing, ARMD
routines for switched particles (ANL and force computations
of switched particles), position & momenta update; comm –
communications; neig – neighbor list construction; force –
force computation.
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Fig. 4: Performance of ARMD and LAMMPS depending on
the number of particles in the system for different number of
nodes (n) and processes (p) per each node.

Figure 3 shows a breakdown of wall-clock time normalized
by LAMMPS time for different number of processes. With the
increasing percentage of restrained particles, ARMD total time
decreases due to a decrease in time spent on force computations. This decrease in time occurs after the aforementioned
break-even point. If the percentage of restrained particles is
smaller than this threshold, ARMD may even provide worse
performance than LAMMPS (see Fig. 3b, 3c, 3d) because
of additional computations due to switched particles (force
computations, updating the ANL). An increase in the number
of processes leads to an increase in time spent on ARMD
routines due to load-balancing, updating the ANL of particles
switched from restrained to active. Since it is necessary to
take into account ghost particles while updating the ANL, the
more processes are used the more ghost particles are present
and should be included in the ANL.
To show the scalability of our parallel implementation of
ARMD depending on the number of particles in the simulated
system, we fix parameters εr , εf so there will be on average
80% of restrained particles at each timestep (since ARMD is
most useful to apply when the percentage of restrained particles in the system is relatively high). ARMD and LAMMPS
show good scaling of the performance with the number of
particles (Fig. 4). As can be seen from Fig. 3, ARMD total
time decreases due to a decrease in time spent on force computations, while time spent on the neighbor list construction
and communications stays the same as compared to LAMMPS
for the same configuration of nodes and processes. Since in
the case of ARMD the force computation part — usually the
most parallelizable part — takes less time, the speed up of
ARMD compared to ARMD on one core is less than speed
up of LAMMPS compared to serial LAMMPS (Fig. 5) due
to the Amdahl’s law. Speed up of ARMD in comparison with
LAMMPS for the same configuration of nodes and processes
also decreases with the number of used processes (Fig. 6)

32K

64K

128K 256K 512K 1024K 2048K
Number of particles

Fig. 5: Speed up of ARMD and LAMMPS for different
number of nodes (n) and processes (p) per each node compared
to their serial versions
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Fig. 6: Speed up of ARMD in comparison with LAMMPS for
the same number of number of nodes (n) and processes (p)
depending on the number of particles in the system

due to the same reason: the amount of interactions computations per process decreases, while time consumed by
other operations common with LAMMPS, i.e. neighbor list
construction and communications, stays the same. The fact
that the performance of ARMD on 4 nodes is smaller than
on 1 node (with 4 processes per node) (Fig. 4) is due to the
significant amount of communications between nodes and a
high-latency network.
VI. C ONCLUSION
ARMD allows us to accelerate MD computations by decreasing the number of interaction computations and provides
better performance than classical MD for systems with a
sufficiently large percentage of restrained particles (e.g. more
than 60% for the benchmark used in the paper). This threshold
depends on the simulated problem and the architecture of

a computational system. When the percentage of restrained
particles in the simulated system becomes smaller than this
threshold, computations may be switched from ARMD to
classical MD, and returned to the usage of ARMD once this
percentage reaches the threshold. The suggested paralellization
of ARMD using MPI allows us to gain an additional speed up
by the usage of multi-core CPUs and distributed systems. The
ARMD shows good scalability with the number of particles
in the simulated system. However, since ARMD accelerates
only the interaction computation part of MD, the speed up
of ARMD compared to LAMMPS for the same combination of nodes and processes decreases with the number of
processes due to Amdahl’s law. To overcome this limitation
on distributed systems, we will investigate the possibility
of developing a new approach that decreases the amount
of data necessary to communicate by taking into account
the state (active or restrained) of ghost particles. In future
work, we would like to perform benchmarks on clusters with
low-latency interconnection networks. We would also like to
explore with a more extensive set of parameters, e.g. varying
the number of nodes and processors, to study the scalability
and influence of the number of ghost particles, different load
factors for load balancing. Also, we now want to develop
parallel ARMD algorithms for central or graphics processing
units in combination with parallelization over a distributed
system, in order to fully utilize modern clusters.
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